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mentum, viz. , p & nZmc since the Born approxima-
tions are valid for P» nZmc. However the results
for P & nZmc may be used for a qualitative discus-
sion and for a future comparison with an exact cal-
culation. It may be mentioned in this connection
that the transverse radiation field contribution is
important only at higher energies. Thus for P
= 40o.'mc it is about 8%, while for p = 100o.mc the
transverse field contribution is about 72%.

We may further note that the differential cross
section given by Eq. (8) cannot be simply integrated
to get the total cross section. This is due to the
presence of the term

([-,(p + A. )] -pcos8 ] = (p /2-p cosg )'

for ~ «p in the denominator of do which vanishes
at certain small angles. Cutoff in angle is there-
fore necessary to find the total cross section, as
it is in the Rutherford cross section. If we com-
pare this with the result of Weber et al. , we find

in its place their result contains a term

(W —1 —p coss~)'= (-,'p —p cos~)',

which makes their result for cross section even
more divergent. Moreover, because of the third
power, the term changes sign about its zero giving
an unrealistic negative value to their calculated
cross section for certain small angles. However,
since they considered 8~& 90, their result was
positive definite. It may be mentioned in this con-
nection that the divergence of our result is not due
to the technique we used in evaluating the integrals,
but is inherent in the approximate form of the wave
function [Eq. (3)] used.
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In the collision He'+ He —He'+He*, excitation at low incident ion energies (& 1keV) proceeds
via a pseudocrossing of the elastic Z~ diabatic potential with excited-state Z~ potentials. As
previously reported, this excitation mechanism fails to explain diverse experimental data con-
cerning total excitation cross sections. A new physical mechanism is hypothesized, its exis-
tence verified, and it is shown to provide good qualitative and semiquantitative interpretation
of the observations. Nonadiabatic couplings among some excited states occur at pseudocross-
ings of the respective inelastic-channel molecular potentials at large internuclear separations,
resulting in coherent phase interference in the inelastic-scattering amplitudes. A linear-
combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) calculation of 18 excited-state Z~ potentials of the in-
termediate (He2')* system verifies the presence of these outer pseudocrossings. Such a mech-
anism is shown to be likely in. many ion-atom collisions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, high-resolution experi-
ments involving low-velocity (~ 0. 1 a. u. ) ion-atom
collisions have led to an increased awareness of

the important role played by the molecular poten-
tials of the intermediate (molecular ion) collision
complex. In elastic charge- exchange collisions be-
tween homonuclear ion-atom systems (e.g. , p+H,
He'+ He), the differential cross sections exhibit an
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oscillating structure which can be semiquantitatively
understood as a phase-interference effect controlled

by molecular potentials. '
In inelastic reactions, the role of the potential

curves is just as important. Inelastic processes
indicate nonadiabatic coupling of molecular levels.
At low velocities, nonadiabatic behavior is signifi-
cant only if the energy separation of the elastic
and inelastic electronic states is small —much
smaller than it is at large internuclear separation.
In P+ H collisions, for example, excitation to
H(n = 2) has been shown to occur at a few hundred

eV, resulting from a coupling of the electronic
2po [p+ H(ls)] and 2pm[p+ H(2p)] states of H2' via
the rotational motion of the internuclear axis dur-
ing the collision. Nonadiabatic behavior occurs
because of the near degeneracy of the electronic
energies at small internuclear separations [both
states become He "(2P) in the united-atom limit].

More common in inelastic collisions is the pres-
ence of a crossing or pseudocrossing between an
elastic molecular potential and the potentials lead-
ing to excited final states. Nonadiabatic transitions
near such crossings and pseudocrossings then pro-
vide the primary mechanism of excitation in these
collisions. Such nonadiabatic effects were first
studied by Landau, Zener, Stuckelberg, and more
recently by others. ' They play a role not only in
collisions but in predissociation of excited molecu-
lar states as well.

In this paper it is shown that this primary excita-
tion mechanism is robot sufficient to explain observed
inelastic cross sections. It is claimed, rather,
that one cannot neglect the nonadiabatic effects
which are present amcmg the various inelastic chan-
nels themselves. The cross sections are shown to
be extremely sensitive to these new nonadiabatic
couplings. In particular, pseudocrossings among
inelastic potentials may lead to a coherent mixing
of the inelastic-scattering amplitudes and to large
scale oscillations in the tota/ inelastic cross sec-
tions of these levels as a function of incident ion
energies. Such oscillations cannot be explained if
only the primary excitation mechanism is considered.
Vfe believe that our analysis is the first not only to
point out the necessity of considering inelastic-in-
elastic molecular couplings in low-velocity excita-
tion collisions, but also to obtain a good qualitative
and semiquantitative interpretation of experimental
observations by applying these considerations.

These conclusions have recently appeared in a
paper by H. M. Foley and the author. ' In the pres-
ent paper a more detailed analysis is presented.
In Sec. II, the experimental data to be analyzed
are presented for the reaction

He'+ He -He'+ He*

In Sec. III the primary excitation mechanism (elas-

tic-inelastic coupling) is reviewed and in Sec. IV
its limitations and failures are discussed. The new

excitation mechanism is hypothesized in Sec. V,
in terms of inelastic-inelastic couplings as the mo-
lecular system separates. In particular, it is
hypothesized that pseudocrossings among inelastic
potentials would provide a phase-interference
mechanism that would lead to large oscillations,
as observed in the total inelastic cross sections,
as a function of incident ion energy. In Sec. VI
the results of a linear-combination-of-atomic-
orbitals (LCAO) calculation of relevant levels and

potentials of (He2')* are presented, and their ac-
curacy is discussed. These results are shown to ver-
ify the hypothesis of inelastic-inelastic pseudocross-
ings at large internuclear separations (~ 15 a. u. ). In
Sec. VII the experimental results of the reaction
of Eq. (1) are interpreted in terms of the proposed
mechanism. It is seen that all major features of
the data are understandable qualitatively and even
semiquantitatively. In Sec. VGI, the physical na-
ture of pseudocrossings at large separations is
discussed and is seen to be a molecular (overlap)
effect. Finally, implications in other collision ex-
periments are pointed out.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiment investigating the reaction of
Eq. (1) was carried out at the Columbia Radiation
Laboratory by Dworetsky, Novick, Smith, and Tolk.
Low-pressure helium gas of a chosen isotope was bom-
barded by helium ions of desired energy and isotope
type. The range of incident ion energies studied
was typically 50-2000 eV (lab), and the incident-
energy resolution was about 0. 5% in this energy
range. The total light output of agivenwavelengthwas
measured, It was shown by both theoretical and
experimental analysis that secondary effects, such
as cascading and secondary collision processes,
were small effects which could riot have altered the
gross features exhibited by the measurements;
i. e. , by and large the results could be interpreted
as reflecting the total excitation cross sections to
a given helium level in the reaction of Eq. (1) (as
a function of incident ion energy). It is important,
however, to remember that secondary processes
do occur to some extent, making theoretical anal-
ysis of experimental features other than gross
structure less convincing.

Some of the basic data are presented in Figs. 1-4,
and additional data are to be found in Ref. 9. One
notes, first of all, that many levels, both singlet
and triplet, are excited, and that the threshold for
each lies a few eV above the Q value of the reaction;
excita. tions of -23eV (n =3 levels of He) exhibit a
sharp threshold at center-of-mass (c. m. ) energies
of 29-31 eV. While the cross sections were mea-
sured on a relative rather than absolute basis, they
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FIG. 1. Emission cross
sections for the reaction of
Eq. (1) as a function of He'
energy (Hef. 9).
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could in one instance be joined with higher-energy
data of de Heer, ' indicating that cross sections of
0. 01ao were typical. Moreover, cross sections of

highly excited states are smaller than for n = 2 and

n = 3 helium configurations.
The most striking feature of the cross sections

is, of course, the great variety in shape and behav-
ior. Particularly striking are the oscillations ex-
hibited by the 3 S, 3'S, and 4 S cross sections,
and to a lesser degree in the 3 I' data. One can
say either that the cross sections of helium S lev-
els are most oscillatory, or that in any given helium

configuration the cross sections of the lowest-lying
levels show the most striking oscillatory energy de-
pendence. Figure 2 shows that the lowest two n =3
levels, namely, 3 S and 3'S, have cross sections
whose oscillations seem to be anticoincident over
a considerable energy range. %hen the position of
the peaks is plotted against v,„t,the inverse of

the asymptotic relative velocity of the nuclei in the
excited electronic channels, a reasonably linear
behavior is noted (Fig. 3).

An important set of measurements involved the
use of isotopes He and He for either ion beam or
target gas. All four possible ion-atom isotope
pairs were used, and the cross sections compared.
The results were very similar in all four cases,
as far as the features of a given cross section were
concerned, but they did not occur at the same lab-
oratory energies. This is not surprising, inasmuch
as one expects relative or c.m. energies to be the
relevant parameters. Since the c.m. energies of
nuclear motion are determined by the electronic
energies, one may hope to gain insight about the
electronic energies which are relevant, and hence
about the relevant internuclear separations. In
fact, as illustrated by Fig. 4, it was found that a
linear relationship exists between the energy cor-
responding to a given feature (e. g. , a peak) in a
cross section using one isotope pair and the energy
at which the same feature occurs using another iso-
tope pair:

E(m, on m2) =aE(m, on ma. )+b.
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Here a and 5 depend on the various isotope masses,
but vgithin experimental resolution they were found
to be independent of the particular cross section
(i.e. , level) of helium for which the features were
being compared. The constants a and b mere also
found to be independent of energy except within a
very few eV of threshold. In particular, Fig. 4
shoves that the threshold ="..ergies using different
isotope pairs do not obey .ne mapping relation [Eq.
(2)j. Rather, the threshold points for all levels
and all isotope pairs could be accounted for by a relation

E,„(mg on ma) =aE,„(mg.on m~. )+b',
where the only deviation from Eg. (2) is that 5'
differs by a few eV from b in all cases.

It &rill be shown in Sec. VII that the proposed ex-

citation mechanism Recounts for Rll features in-
cluding the isotope data. Here it is useful to stress
again that the observed oscillatory features mere in
the total cross sections, and thus any mechanism
responsible for them must be rather insensitive to
the impact parameter.

III. ELASTIC CHANNELS AND INNER CROSSINGS

The intermediate state of the He'+ He collision
system is the helium molecular ion Hea'. This
three-electron system is, except for the unbound
Hea", the simplest multielectron homonuclear mo-
lecular ion, and its molecular properties, i.e. ,
the existence of bound states and their dissociation
energies, frere investigated as early as 1933 by
Pauling. ' It was found that the asymptotic ion-atom

FIG. 3. Inverse velocity in the in-
elastic channel for successive maxima
and minima in the 338 cross sections.
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tential curve of the state a„o,crosses the potential
curves of excited Z, states. At larger internuclear
separations the adiabatic state has o„'0.,character, but
for R &R„ittakes on the features of o, o~*.

One reason why the molecular orbital (MO) view-
point may be especially appropriate for He~' is
that 0~ o„and o„a~lead to physically acceptable
wave functions as R -~, while in other systems
such as H2, the MO approach is less successful in
this large-R limit, since it contains unphysical
ionic components. Expressing each MO as a linear
combination of atomic orbitals centered about the
two nuclei, one finds that o„o~(upper sign) and

o~ a„(lower sign) yield

@,&„&-II[(Als) v [Bls)] [(A ls) v (Bls)]

x[ (A ls)+ (Bls)]oPnII

FIG. 4. Comparison of the 438 cross section using
different target isotopes. Experimental points shown in-
dicate the respective energies of threshold and the first
five maxima.

system leads to two elastic potentials: The stable
He~' state has ~Z„character, while the elastic 2Z,
potential is repulsive, i. e. , dissociative. The
binding and antibinding of the two states, respectively,
can be understood qualitatively in terms of the usual
criterion, namely, the number of bonding versus the
number of antibonding orbitals. As Lichten'
has pointed out, the approximation of the wave func-
tion in terms of a product of one-electron molecu-
lar orbitals leads to (o', ) o'„and (o'„)o~ as the repre-
sentation of the Z„and Z, states, respectively.
Since a o, orbital is "bonding, " while o„is "anti-
bonding, " one concludes that Z„,with two bonding
orbitals and one antibonding orbital is bound, while

Z~, with only one bonding orbital, is unbound.
This simple explanation can, indeed, be extended

to give a good qualitative idea of the energy separa-
tion of the elastic potentials from the potentials of
the excited states with which they are most likely
to interact, namely, Z * and Z„*." In the united-
atom limit the wave function o', o.„becomes Be'
(ls 2PO), the lowest odd-parity state of Be' being

of necessarily higher excitation, for instance
1s 3PO. Hence the lowest Z„potential remains
well separated energetically from all other 2Z„
potentials, and no crossing occurs between the for-
mer and the latter. Similarly, o„o~in the united-
atom limit becomes Be'(1s 2P ), a doubly excited
state of the ion which lies well above other even-

parity states of Be' such as 1s gs or 1s nd, to
which excited 'Z, states, such as o,'0,*, tend in

the limit of zero internuclear separation. Hence
at some finite internuclear separation R„,the po-

=2(1+P)II (Bls) (Bls) )Als)nPaII, (4)

305
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FIG. 5. Lowest Zz potentials of He2' in the vicinity of
the inner pseudocrossing region.

where the symbol II II denotes a determinant, ~Als)
is a 1s orbital about nucleus A, the letters n and P
are spin states, and P is the electronic parity
operator. Thus at large R the above MO states
correspond to a singlet ground-state atom with two
electrons at one nucleus, plus an ion at the other
nucleus, properly symmetrized. Ionic components
such as He"He are not present. Hence the MO
solution of Hea' gives qualitatively physical results
in the entire range 0 R

Our calculation in the small-R region (Fig. 5) is
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discussed in Sec. VI. It agrees with previous cal-
culations in locating the inner crossings at R„
= 1.4-1.5 a. u. , and at energies of around 30 eV
above the asymptotic He'+ He values. It follows
from the Wigner-Witmer selection rules that the
crossings are in fact pseudocrossings if the states
have the same symmetry, and thus here it is ex-
cited Z» potentials that pseudocross the elastic
Z potential. The primary excitation mechanism

(PEM) thus consists of the coupling of the elec-
tronic states via nuclear-electronic matrix ele-
ments at R-R„. Such coupling, as reviewed be-
low, tends to populate primarily other Z states.

IV. EXPECTED EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS

(
d4. do 4.)=P& 4..., ;I,I (9)

while the final state is given by

where s and P are the spin and parity of the elec-
tronic state, and where o. and P depend on the
electronic states n and n' and on R.

For the homonuclear ion-atom collision (1), the

initial state of an ion at nucleus A and an atom at
nucleus 8 is given by a linear combination of even-
and odd-parity ground-state molecular wave func-

tions:

In this section the theory of nonadiabatic coupling
is reviewed and applied to the primary excitation
mechanism (PEM).

The internuclear velocities in the range of in-
terest (0. 1 ~ v ~ 1 a. u. ) are sufficiently low that
electronic translational factors are not expected
to be of qualitative importance, yet they are suffi-
ciently high that a classical trajectory approach is
adequate. In this approach the nuclear separation
vector R(t) is assumed known as a function of in-
cident energy and impact parameter. The elec-
tronic wave function is expanded at each instant in
terms of the instantaneous adiabatic electronic
eigenstates

(5)

where the electronic state Q„is a function of the in-
ternal electronic coordinates ( measured relative
to the rotating instantaneous internuclear axis vec-
tor R= (R,O~). For each t, i.e. , fixed R, the elec-
tronic basis states obey the condition

HQ„(g,R) = e„(R)g„(t',R). (6)

The expansion of the Schroedinger equation

in terms of the expansion of Eq. (5) leads to the
coupled equations

=E(v„(4„—4„)+ve(p —p„))

-&f (en-ent)"~
ne n

where v„=dR/dt and v~
=dO/dt are, resp-ectively,

the nuclear (axis) radial and angular velocities.
The symmetry of the electronic states and opera-
tors implies the conditions

n = ine1

(11)
Using Eq. (9) we see that the inelastic ampli-

tudes f„=f„(E,8) are nonvanishing only for states
of the same spin (i. e. , doublets) and parity as the
elastic channels (i. e. , even or g parity since the

Z„scattering is adiabatic, i.e. , elastic). Radial
nuclear motion leads to population of excited Z»

states, while nuclear rotation produces, in first
order, coupling to excited 2II» states. These con-
clusions are also reached when a time-independent
analysis is carried out, one in which the internu-
clear motion is quantized. Direct and charge-ex-
change excitation cross sections are equal in the
region where electronic translational factors can
be neglected.

A time-dependent analysis of a two-state problem
[Eq. (8)] in the presence of a pseudocrossing was
carried out by Zener, while Landauand Stiickelberg"
first considered the problem in a time-independent
scattering formulation. Zener obtained the result
that the probability of nonadiabatic transition after
a single passage through a pseudocrossing at R
=R„is

I'1 ——e "0&"~,
where

vo ——2vl vi2l h—(eg- e~),2 d

and all quantities are evaluated at R„.For v~
«~0, the passage is adiabatic. For v~ »eo, on the
other hand, it is diabatic; transition from one adia-
batic channel to the other is almost certain to occur
at each passage through R„.A typical path [ Fig.
6(b)] involves a double passage through R„. In the
region R & R„,the two amplitudes develop a phase
difference 5 fhedt, so tha-t after the second pas-
sage through R„,the probability of the system being
in the excited state is

P= 4e "o/ "s(l —e "o/ "s)cos~(5+ —,'v).

It is seen to be vanishingly small in both adiabatic
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a Landau-Airy formulation, and a numerical par-
tial-wave solution in a %KB approximation. In
all cases very similar results were obtained: a
sharp threshold at energy - U„reflecting the dia-
batic nature of the crossing, an oscillatory inelas-
tic differential cross section, and a nonoscillatory
total cross section. Varying the parameters of
the two potentials within reasonable limits had no
marked qualitative effect.

The PEM explains the observed threshold data.
The conclusion that the crossing region is traversed
almost diabatically explains not only the small value
of the cross sections (o « —,'mR„), but also the rela-
tively high degree of elasticity observed in He'+ He
elastic charge-exchange collisions. Moreover, the
oscillations in the elastic charge-exchange cross
sections verify the highly repulsive nature of the
Z~ potential even at A &8„;the relevant potential

is the diabatic potential. ' Since the c.m. energy
for a collision of mass r@ on mz is [m, /(I, +m)]
xE„„,and the threshold lies at E, = V„,one ex-
pects the condition

E,„(m,on )= E,„(m, )
lab lab

ro&

I I

Ex 0
I

1 keV

FIG. 6. Features of the two-state models: (a) poten-
tials with a pseudocrossing at R„;(b) partial excitation
cross sections; (c) total excitation cross section as a func-
tion of laboratory ion energy assuming equal-mass iso-
topes.

and diabatic limits, and to be an oscillatory func-
tion of energy (and/or impact parameter) in the in-
termediate region [Fig. 6(b)].

An important result is our conclusion that the
above-mentioned phase interference associated
with the PEM is not the one responsible for the
oscillatory total excitation cross sections. Since
for a given energy E, the phase 5 is a function of
scattering angle, the inelastic differential cross
section at a given energy is oscillatory, as is
the inelastic cross section, at a given angle, as a
function of energy. But when the latter is integrated
over a solid angle to yield the total inelastic cross
section as a function of energy, the oscillatory ef-
fects are averaged out [Fig. 6(c)].

This conclusion was based on several calcula-
tions, which used alternatively the Zener approach,

Finally, the phase interference associated with the
PEM Inanifests itself in the observed differential
2 S excitation cross section. ' In short the primary
excitation mechanism was found to be correct per
se but inadequate in furnishing a complete explana-
tion of observations.

Since the oscillatory cross sections are observed
in He 8 states which, in combination with He (ls),
give rise to molecular Z states, rotational coupling
cannot, in first order, affect these cross sections.
Moreover, for the crossing of the elastic Z po-
tential with II~potentials (or for any case inwhich a
crossing rather than apseudocrossing is found) Ze-
ner's formula no longer holds, since now the matrix
element is proportional to angular velocity. Such
coupling would be more adiabatic, and one would ex-
pect increasing cross sections with increasing ion
energy.

%'hen the inadequacy of the two-level PEM was
finally realized, several modified approaches were
examined, Qne could, for instance, attempt to
treat the myriad of inelastic levels statistically,
e. g. , via an optical model approach, or one could
try to include interactions between inelastic levels
near A„. Neither of these approaches seemed hope-
ful, upon some thought, for at least three reasons:
First, a statistical model approach is unlikely to
lead to various inelastic cross sections which are
so widely different from each other in their energy
dependence, and where each level displays its own
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characteristics. Second, interactions among levels
at small R, are unlikely to reflect the asymptotic
adiabatic atomic levels, and yet it is the cross sec-
tions of the atomic 8 states which display the os-
cillatory energy dependence most dramatically. In
addition, the interference process would have to
be rather independent of impact parameter since
the calculation of the total cross section showed
that any phase-interference process in which the
phase is highly b dependent would average out in
the total cross section. On the other hand, any
phase developed in close collisions would neces-
sarily be b dependent, especially since no rainbow-
type effects are present here. Moreover, the in-
elastic adiabatic potentials, with a splitting of.
-1 eV, could not give rise to substantial phase
difference among the inelastic amplitudes when
the range of interaction to the left of the pseudo-
crossing at 8, is only about 1 a. u. (AEbB/vh& v

for all energies ~ 10 eV). The phases exhibited by
the oscillations (i. e. , several oscillations in the
range 0. 02&v &0. 1) require either large splittings
or large ranges. The latter alternative led to the
new mechanism.

V. NEW MECHANISM

Until now we have assumed that after the double
passage of the system through R„the inelastic
amplitudes develop adiabatically. This assumption
must be modified. As was seen above, additional
nonadiabatic effects at R &R„areneither independent
of impact parameter, nor are they likely to lead
to large phase developments among the inelastic
amplitudes. The modified mechanism thus neces-
sarily involves interactions at R & R„.While the
energy separations of the inelastic levels are typ-
ically those of the ionic system Be' (i. e. , &1 eV
among excited levels), the range of the interaction
is typically sufficiently long ( 10ao) that the adiabat-
ic criterion 4ErM &h is apparently satisfied for the
velocities under consideration (n & 0. 1 a. u. ). Thus
the mechanism cannot involve jumping repeatedly
back and forth from one excited molecular state to
another as the nuclei separate.

An interference mechanism leading to oscillatory
total inelastic cross sections is presented by the
three potentials of Fig. 7; two inelastic levels are
populated by the PEM, i. e. , by a crossing with a
diabatic elastic potential near R ™R„andenergy
I, - 0„'. At R»R„the two inelastic potentials
pseudocross, leading in the collision process to a
Landau- Zener-type nonadiabatic interaction. Hence
as the system separates and the internuclear sepa-
ration passes through Ro, the amplitudes of the two
inelastic channels are coherently mixed. The phase
difference of the two inelastic amplitudes at Ro is
thus the critical phase. This phase difference is
a function of the kinetic energy of the nuclear mo-

tion. One notes that although the internuclear
separation Ro is crossed twice, it is only as the
system separates, i. e. , on the way out, that the
interference takes place, since the inelastic am-
plitudes are zero on the way in.

Before the crossing at Ro, the two inelastic adia-
batic amplitudes are f, and f2, with a phase dif-
ference 6. The passage through the interaction
region at Ro can be represented by a 2x2 unitary
transformation so that the final amplitudes g, and

g& are given by

The unitarity of the transformation implies

(a)

~ ooo ~ oo ~

tot
~ ~o

~ ~

(b)

1 keV

d (8)
dE

FIG. 7. Features of the outer-crossing model: (a)
potentials with an inner pseudocrossing and an outer pseudo-
crossing; (b) the inelastic cross sections; (c) inelastic
cross sections of level 2 at constant angle as a function
of laboratory ion energy (diagrammatical). The total
cross section of part (b), o2 &&, is an envelope.
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lcl'+ Idl'=-»nd lgll-'+ lgol'= lfil'+ lfol'

(16)

In the adiabatic limit we have Ic) -1, while in
the diabatic limit we have (,d] '- 1. The final prob-
abilities of states 1 and 2 are, respectively,

lg, (o) I'=
I
cl'lf)(»l'+ Idl'lf. ())l'

+ 2I cdf,fo I cos(5+y), (17)

where y= arg(d/c) is usually rather independent
of velocity. The phase dependence of the mechanism
thus manifests itself in the final term of Eq. (17),
in terms of the velocity-dependent phase 6.

The basic physical reason that the interference
mechanism leads to an oscillatory total cross sec-
tion is the fact that the phase difference of the two
inelastic amplitudes is rather independent of impact
parameter; i. e. , the time required to reach the
outer crossing from the turning point is essentially
independent of impact parameter. A yartial-wave
treatment of the problem leads to a useful qualita-
tive result: In the WKB approximation, the phase
of the amplitude of channel i is given by

(8, =f oK((R) dR, (16)

8(t))o 1 R
&& l + —,

'
8l =R,("'-" '=2E K,R, (2o)

for the phase difference go ——p, —Qz at Ro»R, .
Since the relation /, „-K+„holds,and the total
phase is about r)ERo/v, where v is the average ve-
locity in the outgoing channels, one finds that the
total range of phase differences is remarkably narrow:

Bft)j2, R2

~4'(o &~
l

- ~ 4(oRo .
o

(21)

The fact that the velocity of the nuclei in) the inelas-
tic channels at large R is the relevant parameter
has several consequences. Since the phase differ-
ence at Ro is given approximately by

with the Langer-modified wave number

K;, =(2 [(EV(R()]-(1 '+)'/ gR'~'.

Typically, V((R) «E in the region of interest, so
that for large (heavily weighted) l's the potential is
nearly purely centrifugal. Applying this approxima-
tion, and denoting K( (R= ~) by K, o and (l + —,')/K( o

by R„oneobtains

8(t)( "o R,dR
8l R(R —R ),&o =cos (Rs/Ro).

R)

Hence for two such potentials differing by EE, one
obtains

(-1/v.„,)fnzdR, (22)

In the range of R under consideration one might
question the accuracy of a finite-basis calculation
based on a LCAO expansion. After all, in atom-
atom interactions such expansions fail to give
accurate van der Waal's coefficients. In ion-atom
interactions, however, the Stark-effect interaction
is dominant and is often quite accurately given in
terms of even a single configuration expansion.
Moreover, while the internuclear separations are
large, so is the spatial extent of the wave function
of the excited electron, as will be seen below.

An LCAO calculation of the 0~ potentials of the
one-electron system H2' was carried out using
only ten hydrogenic orbitals to form LCAO! trial
wave functions

one expects the cross-section peaks to be spaced
uniformly when plotted against v,„'t. Moreover,
when different isotope pairs are used, the same
features are expected in the corresponding cross
sections if v,„,has the same value in the two
cases. One obtains the mapping relation

I
E(m' onm')= —'E(m on m )+Q

(23)
This relation is similar to Eq. (14), except that
Q rather than U, is the relevant retarding potential.

The velocity dependence inherent in the new
mechanism and its independence of the impact
parameter are features which would be present
even if more than two inelastic potentials were to
cross at large R. However, the anticoincidence of
)g, ( and )g2) is a consequence of the two-dimen-
sional nature of the unitary sum [Eq. (16)]. Thus
anticoincident total cross sections would mean
that essentially only the two inelastic amplitudes
are effectively mixed at R &R„. At higher veloci-
ties this seems unlikely.

Finally, it should be noted that the outer-cross-
ing mechanism affects the inelastic differential
cross sections as well. The angular dependence
of Ig, I is determined by If, I and I fo I, both of
which are highly oscillatory functions of scattering
angle and energy. At a fixed angle of observation
one expects Ig,(8) I to reflect the presence of the
outer crossing by exhibiting minima and maxima
at those energies at which they occur in the total
cross section [Fig. 7(c)]. If the incident energy
is fixed, the differential cross section may have
a more complicated oscillatory behavior than that
predicted by the PEM.

The promising features of the outer-crossing
mechanism led to the investigation of the potential
curves of He2' at R»R„.

VI. POTENTIAL CURVES OF He&+
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He,
+

C:0
0
N
C0

FIG. 10. Comparison of the n =3
Z~ levels of H2' and He2' in the region

of the outer crossing. The He2' levels
differ from those of Fig. 9 by -4
+R ', the He2" energy, and thus re-
flect the binding energy of the outer
electron.

I

l5

R (a.u. }

I

20
—O.I5

l5

R ( a.u.)

20

nuclear separation. The basis set consisted of 19
linearly independent trial functions which, though
not orthogonal, had exact Z symmetry by con-
struction, and were physically reasonable. By
physically reasonable we mean that at large ion-
atom separations the trial functions could be in-
terpreted as ion+singlet atom or ion+triplet atom:

|)(„-=GII3g, ~ (1, 2)g&(3)u(1)P(2)u(3)ll,

g(, , = G~~ T„,((1, 2)gs (3)j2o (1)o(2)P (2)o.'(3)

—P (1)n(2)o.(3))ii. (25)

Here G is the gerade operator (G-U gives the basis
set for the Z„states), II II denotes a determinant,S„,(p, q) is the spatial wave function of electrons
p and q (a singlet helium state of energy 8&, cen-
tered about A), and T„,(p, q) is the corresponding
triplet spatial wave function. The term g~ is a
ground-state He' orbital centered at B, and the
terms o. (i) and P(i) denote the up- and down-spin
components of the ith electron.

Hydrogenic atomic orbitals were used in the cal-
culation. The eigenvalues of II within the 19-di-
mensional space were evaluated after proper ortho-
normalization and diagonalization. The results
are shown in Fig. 9.

It is seen that pseudocrossings do exist among
the inelastic potentials. The largest splittings
occur at 1 and 2, involving levels which asymp-
totically become the n =3 and n =4 triplet and

singlet S-state atoms, plus an ion, Other cross-
ings also occur.

The question naturally arises as to the accuracy

of the calculation and the sufficiency of the basis
set to yield meaningful potential curves. Clearly,
as in any variational procedure, the lowest-lying
potentials are the most accurate. One check of
the accuracy is the comparison with H~'. For an
excited state, at large 8, the diffuse excited elec-
tron determines the energy splittings, since the
two core ions have an energy of —4+1/R. But the
diffuse excited electron will have a similar wave
function when bound by two protons, on the one
hand, or by two He' ions (whose radius is only
0. 5 a. u. ). Hence one would expect a similarity
between the excited He~' and H2' spectrum. Small
differences are not surprising, of course, which
arise from correlations, the possibility of triplet
and singlet spin, and the nondegeneracy of l levels
in helium. As was shown above (Fig. 8), both
LCAO and exact calculations of Z, potentials of
Ha' yield crossings. It is remarkable that these
occur, for the n=3 and n=4 configuration, exactly
at the internuclear separation and at energies at
which the large-splitting crossings occur in He2'

(Fig. 10). This suggests that the calculation is
not spurious. The calculation was also carried out
using only 15 basis states. The n= 3 levels were
qualitatively unaffected. However, the highest
four or five potentials in Fig. 9 are probably not
too accurate.

VII. ANALYSIS

The pseudocrossings found in the potentials of
excited 'Z, states of He&' affect the cross sections.
Only those pseudocrossings are important which

mix the amplitudes of the channels involved. Too
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P(460-eV peak) - AZAR/0. 064 -4w,

$(235-eV peak)- bEAR/0. 043-6w- (27)

Hence the outer-crossing model not only explains
the spacing of the peaks qualitatively, but provides
a semiquantitative prediction of the phase difference
responsible for the interference pattern observed.

As far as the nonoscillatory cross sections are
concerned, one notes that they are also predicted
by the outer-crossing model, inasmuch as they
correspond to channels in which no efficient mix-
ing of inelastic amplitudes occurs beyond the inner-
crossing region, i. e. , either there is no outer
pseudocrossing or where such crossing is diabatic.
The v= 2'P and P levels in particular were pre-
dicted to show no major oscillatory structure, a
prediction which was confirmed by the subsequent
experimental measurement. There are no outer
crossings which can efficiently mix the amplitudes.

great adiabaticity or diabaticity at a crossing
would mean that the channels do not interact suf-
ficiently. In fact, most pseudocrossings found in
He~' are very diabatic.

However, pseudocrossings 1 and 2 have a split-
ting which is much larger, with a Landau-Zener
parameter vo- 0. 02. Thus they are sufficiently
nonadiabatic in the entire range of velocities at
these two pseudocrossings. The increased dia-
baticity at higher velocities results in less effi-
cient interference and thus smaller peaks. In
fact the observed cross sections exhibit this fea-
ture.

The pseudocrossings 1 and 2 thus explain oscil-
lations in the n=3 and n=4 S and 'S cross sections
as a function of incident ion energy. The antico-
incident behavior of the 3 S and 3 S cross sections
is thus a consequence of the outer crossing, as
described by Eq. (17). It is also notable that the
spacing of the oscillations is explained by the
outer crossing: Experimentally the spacing of
the peaks is linear when plotted against v,„'„the
reciprocal of the velocity in the outgoing channel.
Presumably adjacent peaks correspond to a phase
difference of 2m, whatever the phase-interference
mechanism. In particular, the peaks in the 3 S
cross section at 460 and 235 eV would correspond
to phases of xv and (x+2)v. If one supposes that
the phases are proportional to v,„'„oneconcludes
that inasmuch as the two velocities are 0.064 and
0. 043 a. u. , respectively, i. e. , at a ratio of 3 to
2, the phases which cause these peaks should be

P(460-eV peak)-4w, Q(235-eV peak)-6v. (26)

Given that the outer crossing occurs at 16 a. u. and
approximating the average splitting as AE- 0. 05,
we predict that the outer-crossing mechanism for
the phases is

(The 2'P potential has a crossing at -5 a. u. , but
it is one which occurs at too small an internuclear
separation to produce large enough phases, or
phases which are sufficiently independent of im-
pact parameter. More importantly, the splitting
is very small, so that the pseudocrossing is ex-
pected to be almost entirely diabatic, as in other
nonmixing pseudocrossings. ) The only available
differential measurements of the reaction of Eq.
(1) seem to be the He(2'S) cross sections. ' There
are no outer crossings of the He(2 'S) + He' potential,
and thus here the PEM explains the observed data.
Other differential cross-section measurements
are being prepared.

The isotope data (Fig; 4) obey the relation of Eq.
(23), with Q=25+3eV, while the threshold data
obey Eq. (14) with U„=30eV. While the isotope
data do not prove the outer-crossing mechanism,
these figures do support a long-range mechanism
where the phases are independent of impact param-
eter, and where they reflect the nuclear motion
subject to the potentials of essentially the asymPtotic
levels. The outer-crossing 'mechanism thus ex-
plains, qualitatively and even semiquantitatively,
all presently observed major experimental features.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The presence of nonadiabatic outer crossings
in excited levels of H~' and He~' naturally brings to
mind the possibility of such crossings in other sys-
tems. Since there is no reason to believe these
cases to be unique, a better understanding of the
physical nature of the crossings and of the electron-
ic states at these crossings might aid in the search
for other cases.

The usual analysis of atom-atom and atom-ion
interactions at so-called large R involves a multi-
pole expansion. For an ion-atom system this in-

volvess

to first order a Stark effect, either quadrat-
ic (-R ) or linear (-R ). For neutral systems,
resonance (-R ) or van der Waal's interaction
(-R 8) usus, lly provides the potential. Overlap ef-
fects are not considered in the multipole expansion,
and thus, for example, the degeneracy of g and u
levels is not removed by this treatment, nor is the
degeneracy in spin S.

At least for ion-atom systems, it seems that the
multipole expansion gives poor results even for the
lowest excited configuration for R ~ 20ao. In par-
ticular, in Hz'(n = 2) the g-u splitting becomes com-
parable to the huge linear Stark splitting (3R ) at
these large values of R, and becomes increasingly
important at smaller R. The Z„levels of H&' ex-
hibit a crossing at 11.8ao of the two p+ H(n = 2)
potentials, while at this R the two corresponding
Z, potentials are split by nearly 1.5 eV (Fig. 8).
For n ~ 3 the values of R at which overlap effects
become significant occur at larger values of R,
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given by the approximation R-(5n )ao. In ion-atom
systems other than H2', the dominance of g-u
splitting is at least as important. This is seen to
be the case in He&' in the region of A &25 a.u.
Here the essential character of the potentials is
determined not so much by the R interaction and

not even by the asymptotic helium level splittings
at R = ~, as much as it is governed by the molecu-
lar characteristics of the excited H2' orbitals.
For example, it was found that spin-correlation
effects were very important [ Z - Z splitting of
levels arising from He'+He(triplet)]. The essen-
tially diabatic nature of the outer crossings re-
flects this single-electron wave function approach.
We suspect that in excited neutral systems the
deviations from the multipole expansion due to
such overlap and exchange effects will be as striking.

It has thus been shown that inelastic effects are

significant in slow excitation collisions to large
values of R since the excited wave function is of
large spatial extent. The potential curves of the
excited states show marked structure, which af-
fects the inelastic cross sections. Pseudocross-
ings of the inelastic potentials occur at values of
A which are large, and yet where the molecular
nature of the system is still dominant.
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